
 
 

Senses Design Collection 
 

HEAR 
 

Cubista, Dancer and Vocalist 
Three beautiful examples of marble surrounding music speakers. 
This innovative sound technology is  based on the Audio wave diffusion from surfaces, that 
is what normally happen in conventional music instruments like guitar, piano and violin. 
Marble can therefore become an amazing quality speaker, granting  depth of audio 360 
degrees with excellent quality and long distance persistent sound.  

 
Cubista  
Surrounding music speaker in Napoleon marble. Leds integrated and diffused light 
 

 
 

In a lounge, when set in “All-in-one” or “Alone” mode, and placed in the middle of the room, it 
spreads the music allowing everywhere an excellent acoustic perception. It is also useful as flat 
support or as led lamp. In an audio room or in a a big salon,if configured in Dancers mode, it 
provides the best sound quality, thanks to the total absence of reflections and reverberations and 
to the high energy produced by the flat panels. 



In a garden or in a wide open space, CUBISTA® is not afraid of the rain and it has a very high 
performance thanks to its long distance emission special feature. 
Customizable in all sorts of marbles and finishes. 

 
Dancer  
Surrounding music speakers. Napoleon marble. 

 
 
Vocalist  
Wall plate back-lighted speaker, square-shaped , in Havana Onyx 

 

 
 



TOUCH & FEEL 
 

Hot & Cold 
 

Heated or refrigerated tables for the maximum comfort of the laziest 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Example of a heated surface for 
buffet. High temperatures (266° F), 

time coming on very short, with 
invisible technology. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Example of a refrigerated system 
with gas and air compressor, low 
temperatures (- 22/40° F) use for 

custom buffet tables or coffee tables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm need cool, and all of us, in summer, like laying lazily in relax, so when we wish to drink 
something cool we don’t feel like standing up from our chaise longue. Zunino Marmi has the 
solution, by proposing precious refrigerated tables in different stones and granits. 
A refrigerating structure, covered with lightened marble, allows keeping food and drinks fresh, just 
by leaving them on the top of the table. Functionality and elegance, technology and creativity in 
one solution. 
 The first version of this proposals have a traditional charging system (electricity), while an 
advanced version propose an “eco-friendly” model, where the energy is supplied by solar panels. 
Needless to say, as all the other proposals of Zunino Marmi, the warm and cool tables that are 
here shown in Absolute Black Granit are totally customizable: it is possible to choose the marble, 
the finish and the size that are more suitable to our  taste and rooms. 
 

Relonga 
 

Salt waterproof marble and leather chaise longue in carbon fiber structure.35 
kgs weight. Stereo set. Solar cells, electricity or battery power.  
 

 



 
The professionalism and creativity of Zunino Marmi craftsmen succeeded in make light what is 
normally heavy, curved what is sharp and, from this year, warm what is traditionally cold through 
the production of a comfortable chaise longue in lightened Walnut Travertin. 
30 kilos weight and sinuous curves in a thin slab of few millimeters of Travertin, placed on an 
aluminum honeycomb, fixed on a carbonfibre structure. A further plus is represented by the two 
wheels inserted “secretly” in the front side, in order to help the chair’s displacement. The 
unexpected comfort of the carefully worked stone is made even softer by its leather inserts, which 
are highly weatherproof. But there is more… the high-tech version of the chaise longue, provided 
with a solar panel allowing the connection to a sound source where it is possible to connect the 
MP3 reader to comfortably listen to the preferred music, thanks to micro-speakers, unnoticeably 
inserted in the marble structure. Not only aesthetics, lightness and comfort: you can forget it 
outside since it requires no maintenance.Is there anything more resistant than the stone? 
The features of this innovative chaise longue make it suitable to several diverse locations: in 
yachts, around a swimming pool, in spas, in sunny terraces and, great novelty, in shadowy areas, 
since Zunino has just developed a brand new model in heated marble. 
 
 
 

Marble and leather seats 
 

Benches-containers in light Gerusalem Stone and waterproof leather  
 

 
 
 



SEE 
 

Marmoluce  
 

Luminous wall panels, marble and methacrylate made, sizes up to 3.000 x 
1.500 mm. Leds lighting . Here shown in Lillawhite marble 
 

 
 
A clever solution gathering the functional and the aesthetic aspect with the result of amazing light 
games. Marmoluce exploits the transparence of white marbles and the thickness of the slab 
creating luminous surfaces that can be used in a wide variety of rooms: corridors, stairs, showers... 
 

Oto – Axa 

   

Wall or roof lamps, marble and carbonium fiber made. Leds lighting. 

Stainless steel . Here shown in Elegant Brown marble. 

 



 

Tamure 
Marble table, aluminium lightened. Stainless steel frame 
 

 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________    
 
Here is Zunino Marmi Senses Design Collection complete. Pure Italian style and 
technology. 
You may think that perfumed marble is missing.. Zunino Marmi in his  lab in Genoa is 
already working to satisfy also your smell.. 
 
 
For more information on Zunino Marmi and his fascinating world  
 

 www.zuninomarmi.it – info@zuninomarmi.it 

 
 
 
 
Zunimo Marmi  
Via Piacenza, 3 R  
16137 Genova - Italy  
Tel. +39. 010. 83 92 526  
Fax +39. 010. 87 00 40 

http://www.zuninomarmi.it/
mailto:info@zuninomarmi.it

